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Welcome to Arctic Stock!
Arctic Stock is a community-generated hub for video footage and photography from the
Arctic regions. We feature moving and still images of the North that are difficult to find
anywhere else. We strive to collect video clips and photography from creative
professionals working in one of the most beautiful and harsh natural settings on the
planet.
Our Motivation
•

Exposure for many talented contributors who may not have had a platform to
launch themselves commercially

•

Income stream in places where making money can be difficult

•

A one-stop shop for Northern images – from the source and from the people

•

A glimpse into one of the most unique places on earth

Arctic Stock offers one of the best contributor compensation models in the industry. 50%
of collected fees go directly back to you – and we pay out monthly. Arctic Stock is a
niche product. Our collection is comprised exclusively of Northern subject matter and is
shot largely by local artists. This makes us a one-stop shop for all things Northern!

Setting up your account
Go to the Arctic Stock website and scroll down to the bottom of the page. Click on
B ECOME A C ONTRIBUTOR .
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Enter your preliminary account information:
•

Your first and last name

•

Your email address

•

Decide on your username. It will be the name the public sees.

•

Choose how you would like to be paid. It can be done through Paypal, or we can
send you a cheque.

•

The T ELL US A BIT ABOUT YOURSELF section is where you can enter a brief bio
that will be visible to the public. It’s not obligatory, but clients like to know a bit
about the contributors

•

Before submitting the form, take a look at the T ERMS OF U SE of the site, as well
as the C ONTRIBUTOR L ICENCE A GREEMENT. If you’re comfortable with them,
check the boxes to finish completing the form.
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When you submit the form, an email will be sent to you:
•
•

If you don’t see it in your inbox, check your spam folder.
To finish setting up your account, click on the link.

You’ll be brought to the R ESET P ASSWORD page. Click L OG IN .
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Logging in will bring you to this page. Enter the password you would like to use going
forward, and confirm it. Click Save.

You will see a message in green informing you that the password has been saved.
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Uploading your photographs and footage
Go to your M Y W ORK page. You can find it in the drop down menu at the top right.

All your photographs and videos are on this page.. Since you are logged in, you have
access to the upload function.
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To upload a photograph, click U PLOAD A PHOTO and you will be brought to the C REATE
PHOTO page.
1. Enter the title.
2. Upload the photo, keeping in mind the required file size and specifications listed
below the P HOTO field.
3. Choose the licence type. You can find information to guide your choice on the
Licensing Explained page and in the Contributor Licence Agreement.
4. Choose up to three categories for your photograph.
5. Indicate what season the photograph was taken in, or choose “Unspecified”.
6. Indicate the location where the photo was taken.
7. Enter any tags (keywords) that you think would help someone find your photo
using the search field. This is covered in more detail further on.
8. You can enter a description of the photo, which will appear underneath it.
9. Click S AVE .
Once you’ve saved your photograph, you’ll see the following message:

If you go back to the M Y W ORK page, you’ll see the photograph greyed-out with the
mention “Processing” on it. It is not yet visible to the public.

Uploading videos
To upload a video, click U PLOAD A VIDEO and you will be brought to the C REATE V IDEO
page. The process is the same as that of uploading a photo, the only difference being
the file specifications, and the option of indicating that the file contains audio.
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The Create Photo page
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Describing your photos and footage
The way you describe your media can determine whether or not a client finds it. While
some clients prefer to browse through an entire category of images, most will search
using keywords. In describing your media, think about the words that a potential client
might use to search, and make sure that those words are present in the title or the tag
field. For example, this photo could be described as follows:

A client will find this photo if they search using the words “camping”, “tent”, “skis”, “Sam
Ford”, or any shortened version of these terms (like “camp”). The words in the
description, however, are not searchable, so the client would not find this photo if they
entered the word “coffee”, even though it appears in the description.
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Viewing your published work
Once your submission has been processed, it’s made visible to the public. This is how
it’s presented:
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Editing a description of your work
Go to your M Y W ORK page. You can find it in the drop down menu at the top right. Click
on the thumbnail of the work whose description you want to edit.

You will see your work presented with pricing and licensing options. Click on the E DIT
tab.

The description page will open, allowing you to make and save changes.
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Viewing Your Sales
To see how many of your photos and videos have been sold, go to the M Y S ALES page
through the dropdown menu on the top right. The amounts indicated in the S ALES
column are the full price paid by clients (before tax), of which you have earned 50%.
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